2014 Delafield MS4 Permit Annual Report Attachment
Section IV. General Information
a. Describe what efforts the municipality has undertaken to invite the municipal governing body,
interest groups, and the general public to review and comment on the annual report.
The annual report from last year has been distributed and made available to the municipal
governing body. One of the City’s goals for Public Involvement and Participation is to improve
their website to include more information related to the permit and make it more user-friendly.
The City’s website has been updated since the previous report was submitted and the permits can
be found following a different path. The Annual Reports are listed under the Public Works
Storm Water section of the website. There is also a link to the County’s website in this location.
The website allows the public the opportunity to view the information, including the governing
body and interest groups.
b. Describe how elected and municipal officials and appropriate staff have been kept apprised of
the municipal storm water permit and its requirements.
Elected and municipal officials and staff have been kept apprised primarily through Public
Works, Plan Commission, and Common Council meetings. The Director of Public Works is the
main point of contact for the City and is actively included in all aspects of the MS4 permit and
programs. He typically provides his staff with updates and any information that is pertinent to
their jobs, as it relates to this permit. Periodic meetings with the City’s engineering consultant
also provides valuable information to the City’s staff, especially as it pertains to pollution
prevention and storm water management.
Elected and municipal officials are also kept apprised of the permit and its requirements each
year while going through the budget process. They are given the opportunity to review and
approve the funding for the efforts required. Each year they are provided the permit and Annual
Report and given the opportunity to review the various aspects.

Section V. Permit Conditions
a. Minimum Control Measures:
Public Education and Outreach
•

The City of Delafield participates in Waukesha County’s Public Education and Outreach
Program. The County has met on a few occasions to create their work plan for 2015, as
well as to discuss the 2014 activities. A representative of the City participated in a Work
Plan meeting at Waukesha County’s Administration Building. Attending that meeting
was Brian Pehl of SEH Yaggy.

•

The City’s Public Works Director and consultant attended the Storm Water University
Workshop offered by the County on April 9, 2014.
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Public Involvement and Participation
•

The City recognizes that their website is a valuable tool for communicating with the general
public. This year the City updated their website and has made available all the past Annual
Reports for review. The City recognizes that more information could be made available
and is working towards providing updated information and keeping the site current.

•

The County provided programs within the City on the following occasions:
-

Rain garden and rain barrel program with County Green team at library (4/29/14);
Composting program at library (5/8/14);
Fall leaf and yard care class at library (9/23/14).

•

Efforts continue to be made to institute storm water management and pollution prevention
education programs into the City’s elementary and secondary schools. Past programs
include various Arbor Day Celebrations that included, but were not limited to, ceremonial
tree plantings. Other ideas are instituting stream/river monitoring and stamping storm
sewers.

•

The City promotes the County’s stream monitoring program for the City’s various rivers
and streams.

•

The City’s consultant met with City staff to discuss the past year’s efforts as related to
storm water management improvements and discuss how processes and procedures can
improve. This meeting has been beneficial to the City because it allows the Public Works
Director to discuss procedures with maintenance staff and exchange ideas.

Illicit Discharge Detention and Elimination
•

•

Dry weather field screening was done on December 15th of 2014. No illicit discharges
were detected during this year’s screening. The screening process did however allow the
screener to observe a large portion of the City’s conveyance system and note where
maintenance issues should be addressed. Notes were gathered and provided to the City’s
Public Works Department for making improvements. The screenings also allow the City
to create a maintenance baseline for some of the private storm water facilities that will be
part of the maintenance program being implemented.
An issue did occur during the year that requires noting and should be considered an illicit
discharge violation. A landowner improperly unconnected their water softener backwash
discharge from the sanitary sewer system and re-connected it to the City’s storm sewer
system without proper permits or permission. The issue was discovered by the City and
brought to the landowner’s attention; the landowner sited a footnote that the discharge
could be allowed but also includes a note that a discharge permit may be required by the
Dept. of Natural Resources. The City immediately brought the situation to the DNR’s
attention to find out if the discharge is allowable and found that it was not. The DNR
determined that the discharge would not have been allowed and a permit would not have
been issued had the landowner or City requested the permission. It was determined that
there was a violation however since the City brought the issue to the DNR’s attention right
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away and took action to stop the illicit discharge and require the landowner to re-connect
the discharge to the sanitary sewer system that the DNR would not seek any enforcement
for the violation.

Construction Site Pollutant Control
•

The City’s consultant provides construction site pollutant control inspection and assists the
City in administering the ordinance. The requirements for permitting are spelled out in the
ordinance and all permitted projects are subjected to a minimum of one inspection per
month while the permit is active. For projects that have on-site inspectors the City has
allowed the inspector to provide weekly inspection duties and provide adequate
information to the City to ensure erosion control is being implemented properly. Similarly,
the City has allowed home owners to provide their own inspections on smaller, single
family sized projects that require City permits but must provide consistent, detailed
summaries and pictures of the project areas. The City recognizes that inspections can be
expensive for the homeowner and try to allow flexibility and cost savings while continuing
to monitor and make sure the City’s waterways and conveyances are being protected. The
City’s ordinance does allow flexibility to suspend inspections over the winter months when
frozen ground conditions and snow cover provide consistent site stability. The City does
inspect sites if a significant rain event occurs during winter months or if significant snow
melting is experienced.

Post-Construction Storm Water Management
•

Long-term maintenance procedures are still being developed and no formal inspections
were conducted in 2014 except for the checks that were done during the dry weather
screening process. Many of the outfalls checked are part of the storm water management
facilities within the City; the City is considering how best to integrate these screenings and
storm water management facility inspections. The City intends to move forward with
implementation of and has instructed their consultant to create a procedure and collect
information on all the facilities within the City that are to be included. More details
regarding this program are included below with the storm water quality section of the
report.

Pollution Prevention
A routine inspection and maintenance program has been established as part of the permit
requirements, summarized as follows:
•

Six sump catch basins (three at the D.P.W. garage, one at the police department garage,
and two at the fire department garage) were cleaned on 12/10/2014. Total amount of
material pumped from the sumps was 850 gallons and cost the City, $1,009.50.

•

The City inspects, and schedules maintenance as needed, for the stormceptor located on
Genesee Street every 6-months. The log is on file at the DPW.
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•

The City routinely inspects the Milwaukee Street Basin on the 1st of each month. This
inspection includes removal of accumulated debris and litter, primarily in the rip-rap areas
where the inflow from the I-94/Hwy 83 corridor are conveyed to the basin. The City also
mowed the Storm Water Pond areas once a month from June through October. The
maintenance log is available at the DPW.

•

The City performs monthly inspections of the Weber Ct. storm water drainage project that
was installed in July of 2013. The inspections include removal of debris from the debris
catcher and larger sticks and branches from the rip rap areas prior to the chamber installed.
The maintenance log is available at the DPW.

•

The City’s GIS system continues to improve and it is expected to be a very valuable tool
for providing maintenance tracking.

•

Routine street sweeping was done in the spring of 2014. A total of 28.61 tons of material
were swept and disposed of properly at a cost of $4,881.25.
The City contracts with Sweep-All for street sweeping and Veolia for disposal of all street
sweeping waste.

•

The City collects data regarding its purchase and use of salt and sand for maintaining safe
roads during the winter. It also tracks all miles driven while putting down sand and salt.
The City uses as little material as necessary to provide proper public safety. In general, the
City uses trucks with 100% salt on primarily urban routes (pre-treated with a salt brine/beet
juice mixture) and uses a 50% mixture of sand and salt on primarily rural routes. For 2014,
1,308 tons of salt and 63 tons of sand were used on the City’s streets. A total of 6,848
miles were plowed and salted using a 100% salt solution. 6,436 miles were plowed and
salted using a 1-to-1 sand/salt mix.

•

The City does not provide direct leaf or grass clipping removal. However they have given
their residents the option to have Veolia pick-up their yard waste for a pre-determined cost
or to bag their own leaves (with paper leaf disposal bags available at various retailers) and
drop them off at Veolia’s facility in Hartland.

•

The garage itself contains pollution control measures. The garage slopes to a drain that is
internally stored underground and is pumped out and disposed of by “Safety Kleen”. The
garage also has a spill kit that all staff are trained to use in case of accidental spills. A spill
prevention plan is kept on-site.

•

The City Public Works Department has developed a program for their facility that meets
the 2010 landfill ban of oil filters and oil absorbent materials. The City has a 55-gallon
drum that is used for collecting used oil filters and another 55-gallon drum for oil absorbent
materials. Once the drums are full, they are disposed of properly by the contracted firm of
O.S.I. Environmental.

•

The City monitors the secondary containment structures of their fuel and oil recycling
tanks. This ensures proper storage of materials in the event of a tank failure or overflow.
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•

The City is currently evaluating their yard and considering updates. They also are aware
of DNR municipal yard inspections and are awaiting that evaluation prior to
implementation of improvements.

•

Several of the City’s roads are included in the “Adopt-a-Road” program. The City works
with various firms and individuals signed-up for the program and schedules bi-annual trash
pick-ups. The City collects the garbage bags filled with the road side garbage collected.

•

The City applies a broadleaf weed killer to some City properties at an appropriate time
once a year. This is done to minimize maintenance of City properties by limiting the
growth of weeds.

•

The City does not allow the use or sale of fertilizers that contain phosphorus within the
City except as allowed for new lawns. A link on their website reminds their residence of
this.

•

Education of the municipal personnel falls primarily on both the Director of Public Works
and their engineering consultant, SEH Yaggy. As noted previously, materials provided by
the County were utilized last year to perform a training session.

b. Storm Water Quality Management
•

The 20% reduction in the annual average mass of total suspended solids discharging from the
MS4 to surface waters of the state has been previously met. The City has two reaches that are
affected by the Rock River TMDL, primarily the Bark River, and previously submitted for and
received an Urban Non-Point Source & Storm Water Program Planning Grant from the DNR.
This grant is being used to create an updated storm water management plan for the river sheds
that are affected by the Rock River TMDL requirements. This includes updated modeling and
mapping, as well as recommendations on storm water quality improvements.

•

The City and their consultant continue to research their files to find which existing basins
currently have long-term maintenance agreements (LTMA). This will be used to determine
which facilities can be included in the City-wide maintenance inspection program and also
create a list of those that agreements can be obtained for future inclusion. It is the City’s policy
to obtain LTMAs for all new projects and also has made it policy to obtain maintenance
agreements for facilities that do not have one (or one that is not up to current standards), by
making it a condition of approval for permitting. It is the City’s goal to have agreements for
all facilities and that they are all routinely inspected and maintained.

•

The City is creating a procedure for ensuring that all existing, and future, basins are properly
inspected at least once each year. The City will require each basin owner (an association in
some cases) to inspect and report their findings to the City each spring. For basins that a report
is not received, the City will have the right to conduct an inspection, and intends to do so, with
the costs associated with the inspection and required maintenance passed onto the Owner. This
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program has proven difficult to get implemented but the City is committed to it and has a goal
of having it implemented, at least preliminarily, by the end of 2013.

c. Best Management Practices Maintenance
•

The City currently owns and maintains two (2) stormceptor structures. The structures are
inspected every 6 months and the level of accumulated sediment is monitored.

•

The City owns and maintains the Milwaukee Street Basin. As outlined previously, the City
inspects the basin on a monthly basis. Sediment accumulation is being tracked and
maintenance will be scheduled when appropriate. This area was also mowed once a month
from June through October.
d. Storm Sewer System Map
•

The map was submitted to the DNR, as required by the permit. It should also be
noted that a new map has been created specifically for dry weather screening that aids
the City in screening illicit discharges and identifies the various outfalls within the
City’s urbanized area. A revised map is currently being worked on as part of the
Rock River TMDL requirements. The map will be made available with the storm
water management plan submittal.

Section VII. Inspections and Enforcement Actions
e. Provide a summary of available information on the number and nature of inspections and
enforcement actions conducted during the reporting period to ensure compliance with the
ordinances described in a. to d. above.

2014 City of Delafield Erosion Control Permit and Inspection Summary
11 sites were inspected during 2014
40 inspections were made to the various sites
7 project erosion control permits were closed throughout the year
9 project erosion control permits were still open at the end of the year
2 sites have open permits with no activity
Projects with erosion control permits in the City of Delafield during 2014 – status at end of 2014
(order is generally from oldest to newest project)
1. Sanctuary of Delafield – OPEN but not actively being inspected;
a. This site is generally stabilized but temporary measures have not been removed that
prevents permit to be closed. Monthly visits have been terminated since current site poses
little sedimentation deposition threat and the circumstances involved with the project; most
of the current work being done is for individual home buildings that are covered under a
separate permit with the City’s building inspector.
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2. Hartland Sportsmans Club – OPEN but not actively inspected;
a. Due to legal issues all activity on this site was stopped and no activity took place during
2013. The site was left generally stabilized at the time of termination but the permit has
been left open;
3. Roller Mill dam – OPEN;
a. Permit was opened on 8/25/2013. DNR is providing inspection;
4. University Lake School – closed 8/15/2014;
5. Delafield Woods – OPEN but not actively inspected;
a. The site is generally stabilized but a large topsoil stockpile will remain and be used for
future lots. Inspections will resume only if stockpile issues arise, where it is not stabilized
over winter or is inactive for more than 14 days.
6. Delafield Dredging – closed 9/10/2014;
7. Sanctuary Lot No. 11 – closed 10/31/2014;
8. Smirl Residence – opened 1/17/2014
a. The site is generally stabilized. Sediment logs will remain until the ground disturbed from
home building is stabilized, offering another layer of protection sediment traveling offsite.
Inspections were suspended over the winter and a final inspection will be conducted in the
spring for anticipated permit closure.
9. Medical Office Building – closed 11/25/2014;
10. Kar-Tech – closed 11/25/2014; a notice of violation was issued in September due to a lack of
response to relatively minor erosion control issues brought forward in inspection reports. The
notice created the intended response and no formal enforcement was required.
11. Kelly’s Greenscapes – Open 5/21/2014;
a. Site inspection occurred regularly throughout the summer and fall. The stockpiled material
was still exposed at the end of the year. Restoration will occur in the spring as soon as site
conditions allow. Generally, the site has been maintained however at time the contractors
and Owners have been slow to respond to requests. No formal enforcement has been
necessary.
12. 1557 Milwaukee Street – closed 10/31/2014;
13. CTH C Gas Main/WE Energies – closed 10/29/2014;
14. WE Energies Cottonwood – Opened 8/27/2014;
a. Site inspection occurred regularly throughout the fall. Inspections for the project were
provided by WE Energies, as agreed upon. WE Energies will provide the City with
documentation upon request and the City will work with the WE Energies to close the
permit upon establishing vegetation over the construction area.
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15. Rustic Manor – Opened 9/9/2014
a. Site inspection occurred regularly throughout the fall. The site was still under construction
at the end of the year. Generally, the site has been maintained and the contractors and
Owners have been responsive to requests. No formal enforcement has been necessary.
16. Wells Street Station – Opened 10/21/2014
a. Site inspection occurred once before the end of the year. The site was still under
construction at the end of the year. Generally, the site has been maintained and the
contractors and Owners have been responsive to requests. No formal enforcement has been
necessary.
Enforcement
No formal enforcement was necessary for any sites in the City of Delafield for 2014. A notice of
violation was issued for the Kar Tech site but no further enforcement were necessary.
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2014 Delafield MS4 Permit Annual Report Attachment
Section IV. General Information
a. Describe what efforts the municipality has undertaken to invite the municipal governing body,
interest groups, and the general public to review and comment on the annual report.
The annual report from last year has been distributed and made available to the municipal
governing body. One of the City’s goals for Public Involvement and Participation is to improve
their website to include more information related to the permit and make it more user-friendly.
The City’s website has been updated since the previous report was submitted and the permits can
be found following a different path. The Annual Reports are listed under the Public Works
Storm Water section of the website. There is also a link to the County’s website in this location.
The website allows the public the opportunity to view the information, including the governing
body and interest groups.
b. Describe how elected and municipal officials and appropriate staff have been kept apprised of
the municipal storm water permit and its requirements.
Elected and municipal officials and staff have been kept apprised primarily through Public
Works, Plan Commission, and Common Council meetings. The Director of Public Works is the
main point of contact for the City and is actively included in all aspects of the MS4 permit and
programs. He typically provides his staff with updates and any information that is pertinent to
their jobs, as it relates to this permit. Periodic meetings with the City’s engineering consultant
also provides valuable information to the City’s staff, especially as it pertains to pollution
prevention and storm water management.
Elected and municipal officials are also kept apprised of the permit and its requirements each
year while going through the budget process. They are given the opportunity to review and
approve the funding for the efforts required. Each year they are provided the permit and Annual
Report and given the opportunity to review the various aspects.

Section V. Permit Conditions
a. Minimum Control Measures:
Public Education and Outreach
•

The City of Delafield participates in Waukesha County’s Public Education and Outreach
Program. The County has met on a few occasions to create their work plan for 2015, as
well as to discuss the 2014 activities. A representative of the City participated in a Work
Plan meeting at Waukesha County’s Administration Building. Attending that meeting
was Brian Pehl of SEH Yaggy.

•

The City’s Public Works Director and consultant attended the Storm Water University
Workshop offered by the County on April 9, 2014.
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Public Involvement and Participation
•

The City recognizes that their website is a valuable tool for communicating with the general
public. This year the City updated their website and has made available all the past Annual
Reports for review. The City recognizes that more information could be made available
and is working towards providing updated information and keeping the site current.

•

The County provided programs within the City on the following occasions:
-

Rain garden and rain barrel program with County Green team at library (4/29/14);
Composting program at library (5/8/14);
Fall leaf and yard care class at library (9/23/14).

•

Efforts continue to be made to institute storm water management and pollution prevention
education programs into the City’s elementary and secondary schools. Past programs
include various Arbor Day Celebrations that included, but were not limited to, ceremonial
tree plantings. Other ideas are instituting stream/river monitoring and stamping storm
sewers.

•

The City promotes the County’s stream monitoring program for the City’s various rivers
and streams.

•

The City’s consultant met with City staff to discuss the past year’s efforts as related to
storm water management improvements and discuss how processes and procedures can
improve. This meeting has been beneficial to the City because it allows the Public Works
Director to discuss procedures with maintenance staff and exchange ideas.

Illicit Discharge Detention and Elimination
•

•

Dry weather field screening was done on December 15th of 2014. No illicit discharges
were detected during this year’s screening. The screening process did however allow the
screener to observe a large portion of the City’s conveyance system and note where
maintenance issues should be addressed. Notes were gathered and provided to the City’s
Public Works Department for making improvements. The screenings also allow the City
to create a maintenance baseline for some of the private storm water facilities that will be
part of the maintenance program being implemented.
An issue did occur during the year that requires noting and should be considered an illicit
discharge violation. A landowner improperly unconnected their water softener backwash
discharge from the sanitary sewer system and re-connected it to the City’s storm sewer
system without proper permits or permission. The issue was discovered by the City and
brought to the landowner’s attention; the landowner sited a footnote that the discharge
could be allowed but also includes a note that a discharge permit may be required by the
Dept. of Natural Resources. The City immediately brought the situation to the DNR’s
attention to find out if the discharge is allowable and found that it was not. The DNR
determined that the discharge would not have been allowed and a permit would not have
been issued had the landowner or City requested the permission. It was determined that
there was a violation however since the City brought the issue to the DNR’s attention right
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away and took action to stop the illicit discharge and require the landowner to re-connect
the discharge to the sanitary sewer system that the DNR would not seek any enforcement
for the violation.

Construction Site Pollutant Control
•

The City’s consultant provides construction site pollutant control inspection and assists the
City in administering the ordinance. The requirements for permitting are spelled out in the
ordinance and all permitted projects are subjected to a minimum of one inspection per
month while the permit is active. For projects that have on-site inspectors the City has
allowed the inspector to provide weekly inspection duties and provide adequate
information to the City to ensure erosion control is being implemented properly. Similarly,
the City has allowed home owners to provide their own inspections on smaller, single
family sized projects that require City permits but must provide consistent, detailed
summaries and pictures of the project areas. The City recognizes that inspections can be
expensive for the homeowner and try to allow flexibility and cost savings while continuing
to monitor and make sure the City’s waterways and conveyances are being protected. The
City’s ordinance does allow flexibility to suspend inspections over the winter months when
frozen ground conditions and snow cover provide consistent site stability. The City does
inspect sites if a significant rain event occurs during winter months or if significant snow
melting is experienced.

Post-Construction Storm Water Management
•

Long-term maintenance procedures are still being developed and no formal inspections
were conducted in 2014 except for the checks that were done during the dry weather
screening process. Many of the outfalls checked are part of the storm water management
facilities within the City; the City is considering how best to integrate these screenings and
storm water management facility inspections. The City intends to move forward with
implementation of and has instructed their consultant to create a procedure and collect
information on all the facilities within the City that are to be included. More details
regarding this program are included below with the storm water quality section of the
report.

Pollution Prevention
A routine inspection and maintenance program has been established as part of the permit
requirements, summarized as follows:
•

Six sump catch basins (three at the D.P.W. garage, one at the police department garage,
and two at the fire department garage) were cleaned on 12/10/2014. Total amount of
material pumped from the sumps was 850 gallons and cost the City, $1,009.50.

•

The City inspects, and schedules maintenance as needed, for the stormceptor located on
Genesee Street every 6-months. The log is on file at the DPW.
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•

The City routinely inspects the Milwaukee Street Basin on the 1st of each month. This
inspection includes removal of accumulated debris and litter, primarily in the rip-rap areas
where the inflow from the I-94/Hwy 83 corridor are conveyed to the basin. The City also
mowed the Storm Water Pond areas once a month from June through October. The
maintenance log is available at the DPW.

•

The City performs monthly inspections of the Weber Ct. storm water drainage project that
was installed in July of 2013. The inspections include removal of debris from the debris
catcher and larger sticks and branches from the rip rap areas prior to the chamber installed.
The maintenance log is available at the DPW.

•

The City’s GIS system continues to improve and it is expected to be a very valuable tool
for providing maintenance tracking.

•

Routine street sweeping was done in the spring of 2014. A total of 28.61 tons of material
were swept and disposed of properly at a cost of $4,881.25.
The City contracts with Sweep-All for street sweeping and Veolia for disposal of all street
sweeping waste.

•

The City collects data regarding its purchase and use of salt and sand for maintaining safe
roads during the winter. It also tracks all miles driven while putting down sand and salt.
The City uses as little material as necessary to provide proper public safety. In general, the
City uses trucks with 100% salt on primarily urban routes (pre-treated with a salt brine/beet
juice mixture) and uses a 50% mixture of sand and salt on primarily rural routes. For 2014,
1,308 tons of salt and 63 tons of sand were used on the City’s streets. A total of 6,848
miles were plowed and salted using a 100% salt solution. 6,436 miles were plowed and
salted using a 1-to-1 sand/salt mix.

•

The City does not provide direct leaf or grass clipping removal. However they have given
their residents the option to have Veolia pick-up their yard waste for a pre-determined cost
or to bag their own leaves (with paper leaf disposal bags available at various retailers) and
drop them off at Veolia’s facility in Hartland.

•

The garage itself contains pollution control measures. The garage slopes to a drain that is
internally stored underground and is pumped out and disposed of by “Safety Kleen”. The
garage also has a spill kit that all staff are trained to use in case of accidental spills. A spill
prevention plan is kept on-site.

•

The City Public Works Department has developed a program for their facility that meets
the 2010 landfill ban of oil filters and oil absorbent materials. The City has a 55-gallon
drum that is used for collecting used oil filters and another 55-gallon drum for oil absorbent
materials. Once the drums are full, they are disposed of properly by the contracted firm of
O.S.I. Environmental.

•

The City monitors the secondary containment structures of their fuel and oil recycling
tanks. This ensures proper storage of materials in the event of a tank failure or overflow.
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•

The City is currently evaluating their yard and considering updates. They also are aware
of DNR municipal yard inspections and are awaiting that evaluation prior to
implementation of improvements.

•

Several of the City’s roads are included in the “Adopt-a-Road” program. The City works
with various firms and individuals signed-up for the program and schedules bi-annual trash
pick-ups. The City collects the garbage bags filled with the road side garbage collected.

•

The City applies a broadleaf weed killer to some City properties at an appropriate time
once a year. This is done to minimize maintenance of City properties by limiting the
growth of weeds.

•

The City does not allow the use or sale of fertilizers that contain phosphorus within the
City except as allowed for new lawns. A link on their website reminds their residence of
this.

•

Education of the municipal personnel falls primarily on both the Director of Public Works
and their engineering consultant, SEH Yaggy. As noted previously, materials provided by
the County were utilized last year to perform a training session.

b. Storm Water Quality Management
•

The 20% reduction in the annual average mass of total suspended solids discharging from the
MS4 to surface waters of the state has been previously met. The City has two reaches that are
affected by the Rock River TMDL, primarily the Bark River, and previously submitted for and
received an Urban Non-Point Source & Storm Water Program Planning Grant from the DNR.
This grant is being used to create an updated storm water management plan for the river sheds
that are affected by the Rock River TMDL requirements. This includes updated modeling and
mapping, as well as recommendations on storm water quality improvements.

•

The City and their consultant continue to research their files to find which existing basins
currently have long-term maintenance agreements (LTMA). This will be used to determine
which facilities can be included in the City-wide maintenance inspection program and also
create a list of those that agreements can be obtained for future inclusion. It is the City’s policy
to obtain LTMAs for all new projects and also has made it policy to obtain maintenance
agreements for facilities that do not have one (or one that is not up to current standards), by
making it a condition of approval for permitting. It is the City’s goal to have agreements for
all facilities and that they are all routinely inspected and maintained.

•

The City is creating a procedure for ensuring that all existing, and future, basins are properly
inspected at least once each year. The City will require each basin owner (an association in
some cases) to inspect and report their findings to the City each spring. For basins that a report
is not received, the City will have the right to conduct an inspection, and intends to do so, with
the costs associated with the inspection and required maintenance passed onto the Owner. This
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program has proven difficult to get implemented but the City is committed to it and has a goal
of having it implemented, at least preliminarily, by the end of 2013.

c. Best Management Practices Maintenance
•

The City currently owns and maintains two (2) stormceptor structures. The structures are
inspected every 6 months and the level of accumulated sediment is monitored.

•

The City owns and maintains the Milwaukee Street Basin. As outlined previously, the City
inspects the basin on a monthly basis. Sediment accumulation is being tracked and
maintenance will be scheduled when appropriate. This area was also mowed once a month
from June through October.
d. Storm Sewer System Map
•

The map was submitted to the DNR, as required by the permit. It should also be
noted that a new map has been created specifically for dry weather screening that aids
the City in screening illicit discharges and identifies the various outfalls within the
City’s urbanized area. A revised map is currently being worked on as part of the
Rock River TMDL requirements. The map will be made available with the storm
water management plan submittal.

Section VII. Inspections and Enforcement Actions
e. Provide a summary of available information on the number and nature of inspections and
enforcement actions conducted during the reporting period to ensure compliance with the
ordinances described in a. to d. above.

2014 City of Delafield Erosion Control Permit and Inspection Summary
11 sites were inspected during 2014
40 inspections were made to the various sites
7 project erosion control permits were closed throughout the year
9 project erosion control permits were still open at the end of the year
2 sites have open permits with no activity
Projects with erosion control permits in the City of Delafield during 2014 – status at end of 2014
(order is generally from oldest to newest project)
1. Sanctuary of Delafield – OPEN but not actively being inspected;
a. This site is generally stabilized but temporary measures have not been removed that
prevents permit to be closed. Monthly visits have been terminated since current site poses
little sedimentation deposition threat and the circumstances involved with the project; most
of the current work being done is for individual home buildings that are covered under a
separate permit with the City’s building inspector.
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2. Hartland Sportsmans Club – OPEN but not actively inspected;
a. Due to legal issues all activity on this site was stopped and no activity took place during
2013. The site was left generally stabilized at the time of termination but the permit has
been left open;
3. Roller Mill dam – OPEN;
a. Permit was opened on 8/25/2013. DNR is providing inspection;
4. University Lake School – closed 8/15/2014;
5. Delafield Woods – OPEN but not actively inspected;
a. The site is generally stabilized but a large topsoil stockpile will remain and be used for
future lots. Inspections will resume only if stockpile issues arise, where it is not stabilized
over winter or is inactive for more than 14 days.
6. Delafield Dredging – closed 9/10/2014;
7. Sanctuary Lot No. 11 – closed 10/31/2014;
8. Smirl Residence – opened 1/17/2014
a. The site is generally stabilized. Sediment logs will remain until the ground disturbed from
home building is stabilized, offering another layer of protection sediment traveling offsite.
Inspections were suspended over the winter and a final inspection will be conducted in the
spring for anticipated permit closure.
9. Medical Office Building – closed 11/25/2014;
10. Kar-Tech – closed 11/25/2014; a notice of violation was issued in September due to a lack of
response to relatively minor erosion control issues brought forward in inspection reports. The
notice created the intended response and no formal enforcement was required.
11. Kelly’s Greenscapes – Open 5/21/2014;
a. Site inspection occurred regularly throughout the summer and fall. The stockpiled material
was still exposed at the end of the year. Restoration will occur in the spring as soon as site
conditions allow. Generally, the site has been maintained however at time the contractors
and Owners have been slow to respond to requests. No formal enforcement has been
necessary.
12. 1557 Milwaukee Street – closed 10/31/2014;
13. CTH C Gas Main/WE Energies – closed 10/29/2014;
14. WE Energies Cottonwood – Opened 8/27/2014;
a. Site inspection occurred regularly throughout the fall. Inspections for the project were
provided by WE Energies, as agreed upon. WE Energies will provide the City with
documentation upon request and the City will work with the WE Energies to close the
permit upon establishing vegetation over the construction area.
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15. Rustic Manor – Opened 9/9/2014
a. Site inspection occurred regularly throughout the fall. The site was still under construction
at the end of the year. Generally, the site has been maintained and the contractors and
Owners have been responsive to requests. No formal enforcement has been necessary.
16. Wells Street Station – Opened 10/21/2014
a. Site inspection occurred once before the end of the year. The site was still under
construction at the end of the year. Generally, the site has been maintained and the
contractors and Owners have been responsive to requests. No formal enforcement has been
necessary.
Enforcement
No formal enforcement was necessary for any sites in the City of Delafield for 2014. A notice of
violation was issued for the Kar Tech site but no further enforcement were necessary.
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